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Joint Individual-Group Modeling for Tracking
Loris Bazzani, Matteo Zanotto, Marco Cristani, Member, IEEE,
and Vittorio Murino, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—We present a novel probabilistic framework that jointly models individuals and groups for tracking. Managing groups is
challenging, primarily because of their nonlinear dynamics and complex layout which lead to repeated splitting and merging events.
The proposed approach assumes a tight relation of mutual support between the modeling of individuals and groups, promoting the
idea that groups are better modeled if individuals are considered and vice versa. This concept is translated in a mathematical model
using a decentralized particle filtering framework which deals with a joint individual-group state space. The model factorizes the joint
space into two dependent subspaces, where individuals and groups share the knowledge of the joint individual-group distribution.
The assignment of people to the different groups (and thus group initialization, split and merge) is implemented by two alternative
strategies: using classifiers trained beforehand on statistics of group configurations, and through online learning of a Dirichlet process
mixture model, assuming that no training data is available before tracking. These strategies lead to two different methods that can be
used on top of any person detector (simulated using the ground truth in our experiments). We provide convincing results on two recent
challenging tracking benchmarks.
Index Terms—Group modeling, joint individual-group tracking, decentralized particle filtering, Dirichlet process mixture model
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I NTRODUCTION

P

E ople

tracking is one of the most important topics
in computer vision [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], representing
a core module of general video analytics systems, lying
between low-level processing (like background subtraction [6], object detection [7], person re-identification [8])
and high-level processing (action/activity analysis [9],
social signal processing [10]).
Despite being an open problem, tracking has been
recently reformulated to tackle new challenges, like
crowd analysis and group tracking. Crowd analysis [11],
[12], [13] is typically addressed using ad-hoc strategies
which do not focus on the single individual, but on
dense masses, exploiting optical flow-based strategies
[13]. However, groups are relatively unlikely to stay
stable over time in such scenarios where individuals follow a less predictable trajectory because of the physical
constraints of the crowd.
Group tracking is instead related to a smaller number
of individuals. A group is defined in [14] as a social unit
comprising several members who stand in status and relationships with one another. There are many types of group,
that differ for durability (ad hoc or stable groups), informality of organization, and level of physical dispersion
[15]. In this paper, we focus on self-organizing groups,
defined as individuals that gradually cooperate and
engage with each other around some task of interest [16].
Examples of self-organizing groups are two friends that
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meet and discuss in an open plaza, a team of supporters
going to watch their preferred team, a family exiting
from the mall and going to their car, a couple visiting a
museum. In practice, a self-organizing group is the result
of a focused interaction, where the involved subjects
spontaneously decide to be in each other’s immediate
presence, adopting a proxemics behavior functional to
this end, that is, modulating their velocity and revising
their location [17].
Tracking self-organizing groups is beneficial in many
scenarios. In video surveillance, automatically understanding the network of social relationships observed in
an ecological scenario might help for advanced suspect
profiling. For example, understanding if a person walks
in a group helps to re-identify it [18]. In social robotics,
a robot can be programmed with the aim of detecting
and tracking the biggest group in order to maximize the
possibility of interaction [19].
Individual-group tracking is a challenging problem because groups are subject to frequent events that substantially modify their configuration. In particular, merging
and splitting phenomena, absent in the individual tracking, play a crucial role. From a sociological perspective,
whenever an individual leaves a group (an example of
split) or joins a group (merge), all the social relationships
between the remaining people are revised so that the
individuals produce new entities [20]. One of the most
challenging problems in individual-group tracking is to
handle those merging and splitting events, since they are
responsible for the creation or the deletion of groups.
The proposed model is able to cope with the change of
identities when groups split or merge.
In the literature, groups are modeled following two
orthogonal viewpoints: in one case, groups are atomic
entities, so that standard multi-person tracking methods
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can be applied [21], [22], [23]. The other case considers
individuals as distinct objects to track, and their tracklets
are employed to find common behaviors, giving rise
to group entities [24], [25], [26], [27]. Under both these
perspectives, group tracking is strongly dependent on
the performance of the individual tracker.
This paper proposes a method to track both groups
and individuals in a unified framework which can be
used as a module of an end-to-end vision pipeline
for group behavior analysis. Specifically, the presented
joint framework considers the dual nature of groups:
they are entities in their own rights, but they are by
definition a collection of simpler entities. This goes in the
opposite direction with respect to those strategies which
propose an ex-post refinement of the group hypotheses
using individual statistics [25], [26], [28], or revising the
posterior on the individual whereabouts with grouping
dynamics [24], [29]. Our proposal instead exploits directly the dependence between the individual and the
group statistics in a similar spirit of what has been done
in other contexts [30], [31]. In the proposed model, the
support of the individual statistics feeds the reasoning
module at a group level, which itself gives feedback to
the individual tracking. This allows to obtain a tradeoff between individual and group tracking performance.
Technically, this is made possible since the group and
individual tracking instances combine their estimates in
a single, joint state space.
The proposed method is built upon the recent Decentralized Particle Filter (DPF) [32] as a joint tracking
framework. The DPF is an online inference method that
deals with arbitrary state spaces by decomposing them
in dependent subspaces. It solves the filtering problem
of the separate subspaces in a nested way and transfers
the uncertainty across them through a set of conditional
probability distributions. We build the proposed model
on this framework, allowing to divide the joint groupindividuals state space in the subspace of individuals
and the subspace of groups and at the same time,
accounting for their mutual dependence through conditional probability distributions.
In particular, our new formulation considers two different strategies: the first one embeds in the different
distributions a set of offline-trained classifiers for tracking group entities [33]. The second one fuses the DPF
with a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) [34],
that learns in an online fashion the group configuration
without the need for any pre-trained classifier. This differentiation gives rise to two different Joint IndividualGroup Trackers (JIGT), called DEcentralizEd Particle filtER (DEEPER-JIGT) and Dirichlet Process-based Decentralized Particle filter (DP2-JIGT).
Both approaches allow to tackle individual-group
tracking in a novel way and naturally deal with splitting or merging of groups. The cooperation of these
heterogeneous points of view is in general beneficial as
compared to other group modeling and tracking models
(e.g., [24], [26]). The two strategies have been evaluated

on different benchmarks, both based on synthetic and
real data. We found that the DP2-JIGT performs best
when groups stay in the scene long enough to allow the
online learning algorithm to infer the group configurations. The DEEPER-JIGT is a valid alternative for shorter
sequences. Despite this difference, both approaches show
interesting characteristics when dealing with splitting or
merging of groups. To evaluate them, recent metrics of
group detection are employed, together with standard
figures of merit adapted from the multi-person tracking
literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2,
the state of the art of individual and group modeling
for tracking is analyzed. Sec. 3 formulates the problem
and introduces the proposed model. Sec. 4 presents the
mathematical framework for joint tracking. We describe
the group models and the methods for joint individualgroup tracking in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respectively. Experimental results are reported in Sec. 7, and, finally, Sec. 8
concludes the paper and sketches the future perspectives
of the work.
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S TATE

OF THE

A RT

The literature of group analysis is divided in two classes:
one is focused on approaches that detect groups without
taking into account temporal information, whereas the
other considers proper group tracking techniques.
Concerning the first class, a geometrical approach
which defines groups as a set of adjacent Voronoi polygons on the position of the individuals is proposed in
[35]. Positional information, though, is not informative
enough to capture all the characteristics of groups, and
additional features are usually considered. As an example, in semi-stationary scenarios (e.g., cocktail parties),
head or body orientation are used to check pairwise
interactions between individuals [36], [37] or to detect Fformations [38], [39]. Head pose estimation algorithms,
though, are prone to errors mainly due to the low
resolution of videos, background clutter and occlusions.
Tracking techniques model the temporal evolution of
groups: the recent literature on group tracking can be
partitioned in three categories: 1) the class of groupbased techniques, where groups are treated as atomic
entities without the support of individual tracks statistics
([21], [22], [23], [40], [41]); 2) the class of individual-based
methods, where group descriptions are built by associating individuals’ tracklets that have been calculated
beforehand, typically, with a time lag of few seconds
([24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [42], [43], [44]); and 3) the
class of joint individual-group approaches, where group
tracking and individual tracking are performed simultaneously ([27], [33], [45], [46], [47]). Our approaches lie in
the last category, presenting characteristics of substantial
novelty, detailed at the end of this section.
Group-based Methods. These approaches are proposed to deal with cluttered scenes where detection and
tracking of individuals are not reliable. Many works rely
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on a foreground detector and hence do not make any
distinction between individuals and groups. Following
this line, a probability hypothesis density filter is used
in [21] to track compact foreground areas assumed to
be groups. A Kalman filter-based tracker adapted to
detected groups is presented in [40]. Group splitting
and merging events, not considered in the previous
works, are addressed in [22] by using logical operators
on foreground regions. Non-Gaussian shaped groups are
estimated in [41], where foreground regions are joined
by a linkage clustering algorithm. In [23], groups are
modeled as nearly-regular textures using a lattice-based
Markov random field.
Individual-based Methods. Some techniques of this
class exploit heuristic rules [42], [43] to classify compact
foreground regions as groups, individuals, or other entities. In [48], groups are detected analyzing the observed
trajectories identified by the attractive or repulsive forces
estimated using the Social Force Model (SFM) [49]. The
SFM is also used in [29] to model the group behavior
and refine the individual tracking results. Agglomerative clustering is employed in [26] to group trajectories
gathered in a time-window of fixed length. The authors
of [25] and [28] use pairwise spatio-temporal features
extracted from the tracklets of individuals to determine
a segmentation into groups. In [28], a weighted graph
is created, where the weight on the edges expresses the
probability of an individual being in a pairwise relation
with another individual. Unfortunately, these pairwise
features can only be used to predict the group and nongroup state of each pair of people.
The described classes of approaches have drawbacks.
The group-based techniques are limited by the assumption that groups are represented as compact regions,
ignoring their structure and dynamic nature. In the
individual-based methods, the performance is strongly
dependent on the quality of the individual tracklets.
More important, the formation of groups is seen as a
mere consequence of the individuals’ behavior, whereas
it is widely known in sociology that groups exert important influence on how singles act [50], [51].
Joint Individual-Group-based Methods. These techniques deal with individuals and groups modeling and
tracking at the same time. Many of the approaches
maintain the structure of a graph in which connected
components correspond to groups of individuals: in
[45], stochastic differential equations are embedded in a
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) framework implementing a probabilistic transition model for the group
dynamics. However, inference with MCMC does not
scale efficiently in high-dimensional state spaces. A similar framework [52] has been enriched by considering
inter-group closeness and intra-group cohesion. In both
cases, experiments with few targets are presented. A
two-level structure for tracking using a mass-spring
model is proposed in [46]: the first level deals with individual tracking, and the second level tracks individuals
that are spatially coherent as a whole. Similarly, two pro-

cesses are involved in [47]: the group process considers
groups as atomic entities, the individual process captures
how individuals move, and revises the group posterior
distribution. The drawback of these methods is that they
do not consider splitting and merging events, limiting
their applicability.
The technique proposed in [53] models a group as
a set of non-homogeneous Poisson point processes. Its
advantage is that the measurement process imposes
a low computational cost associated to the evaluation
of the possible assignment hypotheses, but the main
limitation is that the number of groups observed has to
be known beforehand.
The approach in [54] barely belongs to this class of
methods since groups are neither explicitly detected nor
tracked. The model is built upon a conditional random
field, whose potentials depend on motion, appearance
and interaction between individuals. The idea is that
group information is employed to better estimate the
whereabouts of individuals, “sharing” state information
among the members of a group. The purpose of this
approach resembles that of [44], where group tracking
is employed for facing individual occlusions.
In [27], a data association-based tracking is presented,
where multiple individual’s tracklets are clustered together in group entities, exploiting social grouping dynamics. The approach is based on a two-step optimization problem that provides both tracklet-tracklet associations (to link multiple tracklets of the same subject)
and tracklet-group associations. The idea is that tracklets
belonging to the same group will be related to the same
individual with higher probability than the tracklets
associated to different groups.
The proposed model is defined in a similar spirit to the
ones presented in [29], [31], in which the tracking of individuals and their actions/collective activities are jointly
modeled. Even though they share many similarities with
our methods, the main differences are: 1) the methods
in [29], [31] need to store the individual tracks from a
large temporal window to perform inference, while we
just need the position and velocity at the current time,
and 2) we propose an unsupervised alternative solution
to their supervised learning methods, in order to model
the group configurations in the DP2-JIGT.
The proposed framework, including the DEEPER-JIGT
and the DP2-JIGT, belongs to this last class of approaches
and shows peculiar features. In particular:
•

•

•

they can deal with an arbitrarily large (potentially
infinite) and varying number of individuals and
groups, unlike [45], [52], [53];
our DPF formulation manages splitting and merging
events, whereas other approaches (e.g., [46], [47]) are
more rigid;
the probabilistic nature of the methods allows to
either associate individuals to a single group as a
hard membership, or to multiple groups as a soft
assignment, unlike [25], [46].
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Let us assume that the state space can be decomposed
into two subspaces that are conditionally dependent. The
subspaces are represented by the variables Xt and Θt ,
such that ξt = [Xt , Θt ]T . In the individual-group tracking formulation, we assume that the subspace of the
individuals is Xt and the subspace of the groups is Θt .
Where needed, the group subspace will be referred to
as F Θt for the DEEPER-JIGT and N Θt for the DP2-JIGT
where the superscripts F and N stand for oFfline and
oNline, respectively, and discern the learning mechanism
of each method. Otherwise, the symbol Θt without
superscripts generically refers to both approaches.
We rewrite the system of Eq. 1 as:

(a) Joint state-space model.

Xt+1 = ftX (Xt , Θt , ηtX ),
Θt+1 = ftΘ (Xt+1 , Θt , ηtΘ ),

(b) The proposed model.

yt = ht (Xt , Θt , ηty ).

Fig. 1: Models for joint individual-group tracking.

3

T HE T RACKING M ODEL

In this section we formally define the problem of the joint
individual-group tracking, we introduce the DEEPERJIGT based on the pre-trained classifiers and the DP2JIGT based on online learning, and we discuss their
differences.
Let us consider the general state-space model of
Fig. 1a, representing the classical nonlinear discretetime system employed for the generic object tracking.
Formally, the system is defined as follows:
ξt+1 = ft (ξt , ηtξ ),
yt = ht (ξt , ηty )

(1)

where ξt is the state of the system at time t, yt is the
observation or measurement, ηtξ and ηty are independent
non-Gaussian noise variables, and ft and ht are nonlinear unknown functions. Eq. 1 graphically leads to the
conditional link from ξt to ξt+1 and the link from ξt to
yt in Fig. 1a.
A common inference task when using this model is
to estimate at each time step t the variable ξt given the
observations up to the current time [55], [56], that corresponds to estimate p(ξt |y0:t ). In the case of multi-person
tracking, this is analogous to estimate the position of
the individuals given the image and the features that
can be extracted from it. In this work, the observation
yt is defined using both an appearance descriptor and a
person detector (see Sec. 7 for more details). In particular,
detections have been simulated from the ground truth
trajectories in order to decouple the evaluation of the
proposed models and the choice of the detector. This
choice is based on the fact that the presented framework
is thought as a module of a group behavior analysis
pipeline and is independent of the specific choice of
person detection and target re-acquisition algorithms.
We leave the study of the effect of these two modules as
future work.

The conditional dependencies between the variables in
our model are shown in Fig. 1b: the state of the individuals Xt+1 depends on its previous state Xt and the
previous state of the groups Θt . The state of the groups
Θt+1 depends on the state of the individuals Xt+1 and
the previous state of the groups Θt . Finally, the observation yt+1 depends on both the state of the individuals
and groups, because both of them generate the current
measurements. These conditional dependencies reflect
the mutual cooperation between the two subspaces.
The DEEPER-JIGT and the DP2-JIGT are two instances
of the model of Fig. 1b, characterized by a different
formulation of the state of the groups. In particular,
the DEEPER-JIGT models explicitly the dynamics of
the groups. DP2-JIGT, instead, implicitly learns their
dynamics using a DPMM, thus avoiding to adopt pretrained models.

4

D ECENTRALIZED PARTICLE F ILTER

In this section, we describe the general form of the DPF
used to perform inference in the model of Fig. 1b. We
suggest to read [32] and our supplementary material for
further details.
We use the DPF to recursively estimate the posterior
distribution p(Θt , X0:t |y0:t ) through a decomposition of
the joint state space in two subspaces Θ and X. In
the case of two subspaces, the posterior distribution
factorizes as follows:
p(Θt , X0:t |y0:t ) = p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t ) p(X0:t |y0:t )

(2)

where y0:t = (y0 , . . . , yt ) and X0:t = (X0 , . . . , Xt )
represent the sequence of observations and states up to
the time t, respectively. The factorization adopted by the
DPF circumvents both the inefficiency and ineffectiveness of the classical particle filtering [55] when dealing
with large state spaces. The main idea is to split the
inference in Eq. 2 as follows:
p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t ) ∝ p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t−1 )p(yt |Xt , Θt )

(3)
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p(X0:t |y0:t ) ∝ p(yt |X0:t , y0:t−1 )p(Xt |X0:t−1 , y0:t−1 )·
p(X0:t−1 |y0:t−1 ).

(4)

These equations highlight that the inference is online, that is, it is possible estimate p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t ) and
p(X0:t |y0:t ) given the results of inference at previous
step p(Θt−1 |X0:t−1 , y0:t−1 ) and p(X0:t−1 |y0:t−1 ), respectively. We refer to the supplementary material for all
the derivations of the equations that lead to the DPF
implementation.
The DPF uses sequential importance sampling [55] to
perform inference for the distributions in Eq. 3 and 4 (see
the supplementary material). In sequential importance
sampling, a set of weighted samples (or hypotheses)
are updated as soon as a new observation comes. The
weights (corresponding to the importance of each sample) are first updated, given the current observation.
New hypotheses are then sampled for the next time
step considering their weights. The less important a
hypothesis is, the less probable its survival. In DPF
the sampling/weighting procedure is applied on each
subspace in a nested way (see Alg. 1): first, the algorithm
estimates the importance weights for Xt and Θt (steps 1
and 3); second, new sample sets are generated for both
the distributions using the current sample sets (steps 4
and 7). Note that there is an additional step (step 5)
that enables to estimate Θt by looking ahead to the
hypotheses of Xt+1 , in the same spirit of [57].
More in the detail, in Step 1 of Alg. 1,
the standard importance sampling formulation
(Observation · Dynamics)/(P roposal) is applied to
approximate p(X0:t |y0:t ). The difference with the
standard framework lies in the term y0:t−1 , whose
presence is formally motivated by a mathematical
derivation discussed in [32] and the supplementary
material. Intuitively, the conditioning of y0:t−1 injects
the knowledge acquired by explaining the observations
y in the subspace Θ at time t − 1. This highlights the
mutual relationship of the processes that analyze X and
Θ: during the same time step, operating on X helps in
better defining Θ, and across subsequent time steps,
operating on Θ helps X. Step 2 is a classical re-sampling,
that regularizes the distributions of the samples reducing
their variance [55]. Step 3 approximates p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t )
by importance sampling, assuming the group dynamics
equal to the group proposal. After that, the new
hypotheses for the next time instant are generated
(i)
through the proposal distribution π(Xt+1 |X0:t , y0:t+1 )
(Step 4). The information encoded in that sample set is
plugged into the importance sampling approximation
of the posterior p(Θt |X0:t+1 , y0:t ) (Step 5), yielding to
a second re-sampling step (Step 6) and to the final
sampling of Θ at time t + 1 (Step 7).
In its classical form, the DPF produces a decomposition into low dimensional spaces of the same nature.
In our case, the subspaces are still high-dimensional
and particle filtering methods tend to be noisy. The

Algorithm 1: The DPF algorithm [32]. INPUT: samples
(i)
(i,j)
{Xt }i=1,...,Nx , samples {Θt }i=1,...,Nx ,j=1,...,Nz . The superscripts (i, j) mean that for each i particle generated for describing
X we have Nz particles for describing Θ. OUTPUT: importance
sampling approximations of Xt+1 , Θt+1 .
1. Approximate p(Xt |y0:t ) through the importance weights:
(i)

(i)

(i)

wt

∝

(i)

pNz (yt |X0:t , y0:t−1 )pNz (Xt |X0:t−1 , y0:t−1 )
(i)

.

(i)

π(Xt |X0:t−1 , y0:t )
(i)

(i,j)

2. Re-sample {Xt , Θt

(i)

} according to wt .

3. Approximate p(Θt |X0:t , y0:t ) through the importance weights:
(i,j)

q̄t

(i)

(i,j)

∝ p(yt |Xt , Θt

).

(i)

(i)

4. Generate Xt+1 according to π(Xt+1 |X0:t , y0:t+1 ).
5. Approximate p(Θt |X0:t+1 , y0:t ) through the importance
weights
(i,j)

= q̄t

(i,j)

according to qt

qt

6. Re-sample Θt
7. Generate

(i,j)
Θt+1

(i,j)

(i)

(i)

(i,j)

p(Xt+1 |X0:t , Θt
(i,j)

).

.
(i)

(i,j)

according to π(Θt+1 |X0:t+1 , Θt

).

effect of noise is limited here by designing the joint
proposal distributions and the joint observation model
(see Sec. 6) exploiting the assumptions derived by the
individual-group modeling problem. In practice, all the
distributions highlighted in gray in Alg. 1 have been redesigned to fit into our new context.

5

G ROUP M ODELING

Recalling the definition, a self-organizing group is the result of a focused interaction, where the involved subjects
spontaneously decide to be in each other’s immediate
presence modulating their velocity and location [17].
Based on a social signal processing approach [58], we
provide a mathematical definition which embeds these
characteristics in the following.
5.1

Group definition in DEEPER-JIGT and DP2-JIGT

Let Xt = {xkt }K
k=1 be the joint state of the K individuals
k
at time t and F Θt = {zkt }K
k=1 with zt ∈ {0, 1, . . . , G}
1
be the joint state of the G groups for the DEEPERJIGT. We define xkt = [xt , yt , ẋt , ẏt ] (individual positions
and velocities) and zkt to be the group label for the kth individual. As an example, let us suppose to have 5
individuals and 2 groups at time t: F Θt = [1, 1, 2, 2, 0]T
indicates that the first two individuals belong to the first
group, the third and fourth individuals are in the second
group, and the fifth individual is a singleton.
The DP2-JIGT exploits a group model that overcomes
the hard assignment limitation of the DEEPER-JIGT by
1. Note that K and G may vary over time, but subscript t is omitted
to keep the notation uncluttered.
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c
γ1,t

c
γ2,t

Vtc

Bct

act

mct

Λct

Gkt |{v1,t , v2,t , . . .} ∼ Discrete (ρct (Vtc ))

∞

Λct |Bct , atc ∼ Wi (Bct , atc )


−1
µct |mtc , βtc , Λct ∼ N mtc , (βtc Λct )


xkt |Gkt ∼ N µGkt , Λ−1
Gk

βtc

µct

t

Gkt

xkt
K

Fig. 2: Graphical model that represents a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model.
introducing a probabilistic individual-to-group assignment N Θt . More formally, group modeling is addressed
as a problem of mixture model fitting, where each group
is defined as a mixture component in the chosen feature
space. Individuals are seen as observations drawn from
the mixture. The number of mixture components (i.e.
groups) is in general unknown a priori and may change
over time. Consequently, standard mixture models like
Gaussian mixtures are not suitable since they do not
deal with the dynamic inclusion and exclusion of components. Dirichlet Process Mixture Models (DPMMs) [59]
have been used to overcome this limitation. DPMMs
can represent mixture distributions with an unbounded
number of components, where the complexity of the
mixture adapts to the observed data. Moreover, we
exploit a technique to perform online training of the
DPMM, so that there is no need to explicitly model
group events like split and merge.
The sizes of Xt and F Θt are fixed at time t, because
new targets are deterministically initialized and added
to the state space and exiting targets are deleted at
each time (initialization is discussed in Sec. 7). Instead,
N
Θt has potentially infinite dimensions, but its size is
bounded fixing the maximum number of components to
C for computational reasons [60].
5.2

The Dirichlet Process Mixture Model

Each individual xkt is interpreted as an observation
coming from one of the infinitely many components of
the Dirichlet Process mixture. This component represents
the group it belongs to.
In order to keep inference tractable, a stick-breaking
representation [61] of the Dirichlet Process prior [62]
is used. Such a representation is a constructive process
generating an infinite set of non-negative numbers summing to 1, by sequentially sampling from a series of Beta
distributions. The obtained sequence can be interpreted
as the mixing coefficients of a set of components defining
a mixture model. The graphical model associated to
the generative process linking mixture components c to
observations is shown in Figure 2 where, at time step t,
we have K points and

c
c
c
c
Vtc |γ1;t
, γ2;t
∼ Beta γ1;t
, γ2;t

where Discrete and Wi are the Discrete and Wishart
distributions, respectively, xkt represents the k-th data
point, Gk is an assignment variable relating each k-th
data point to the mixing components, V c and the pair
(µc , Λc ) represent the parameters of the c-th mixture
component in the stick-breaking construction [61], with
(µc , Λc ) representing the location of the component in
the parameter space and V c defining the mixing proportions through ρct (see Sec. 6). For convenience, all the
parameters of each mixture component c are
 grouped
together as θtc = {vtc , µct , Λct , Gct }, and N Θt = θt1 , θt2 , . . . .
This representation has many differences compared to
the one proposed for the DEEPER-JIGT. First, the number of components, and hence groups, is unbounded.
Second, the DPMM defines a probability distribution
which allows to compute the probability each person has
to belong to each group, rather then performing hard
assignments to a single group. The introduction of a
probability distribution, though, still allows to obtain the
hard assignment of the DEEPER-JIGT F Θt when needed
by deriving the label of the component under which the
individual is most probable.
Finally, the likelihood of a data point given the model
is defined as follows:
∞
X
−1
p(xkt |N Θt ) =
ρct · N (xkt |mtc , atc (Bct ) ).
(5)
c=1

This enables us to determine the probability each person
belongs to any of the groups. Such probability depends
on how likely the observation associated to the person is
under the Gaussian component associated to the group,
and on the probability of the mixture component itself.
Note that it is always possible to generate the representation of the DEEPER-JIGT F Θt from the one of
the DP2-JIGT N Θt , but not the opposite. When needed,
people are assigned to groups on the basis of the highest
of these likelihoods:
h
i
−1
zkt = argmax ρct · N (xkt |mtc , atc (Bct ) ) .
(6)
c

In particular, the DP2-JIGT uses this equation to estimate
the final result of the group tracker at each time step
(Sec. 6.5).
5.3

Online Inference

Group dynamics is difficult to model, especially because
groups tend to split and merge generating new ones.
Despite that, the grouping configurations of two consecutive frames are highly correlated due to the temporal
smoothness of people’s trajectories. This observation is
exploited in our Bayesian framework as a sequential
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inference scheme, where the grouping configuration at
one time step can be used as a prior belief for the
next. Such sequential approach allows to account for
the temporal evolution of the groups without using
dynamic models (e.g. [33] and [63]) which are typically
computationally expensive.
To pursue this, we use the sequential variational inference algorithm presented in [34] which allows us
to implement online unsupervised learning of group
structures. The algorithm, based on [60], relies on a truncation of the stick-breaking construction. By performing such truncation appropriately (i.e. keeping a large
number of components), the introduced approximation
is negligible [64] and only the components supported by
data are actually used by the model. Single updates are
performed for each frame and the obtained approximate
posterior over the mixture model is used as a prior for
the grouping configuration in the following frame. This
is achieved by sequentially updating the parameters of
the model (γ1 , γ2 , a, B, m, β) (see Figure 2) estimated at
time t − 1 (prior for time t) using the data observed at
time t.
We constrain the possible mixture components (i.e.
group configurations) inferred by the learning algorithm,
considering elements of proxemics [65], which assume
that people tend to unconsciously organize the space
around them in concentric zones with different degrees
of intimacy. The shorter the distance between two persons, the higher the degree of intimacy. Thus, we define
a limit distance (r = 2 meters [10], beyond which two
individuals can be considered not to be interacting with
high probability. When this limit is not respected, the
corresponding mixture component is discarded and a
new one is initialized in a region of the space which
is badly modeled by the mixture distribution.

6

J OINT I NDIVIDUAL -G ROUP T RACKING

This section describes how the probability distributions
highlighted in gray in Alg. 1 are designed for the joint
individual-group tracking problem. In particle filtering,
distributions may have an analytic form, or they can be
approximated by particles’ sets. The latter is preferred
when dealing with arbitrarily complex distributions.
Analytic functions may enable a closed-form solution
of the inference problem, however, their simplicity (e.g.,
Gaussian distribution of the Kalman filter) reduces the
expressiveness of the tracking posterior. Therefore, practical implementations often employ both in order to have
a posterior distribution that is able to represent rather
complex functions.
As a notation reminder, symbol Θt addresses generally the group subspace, while F Θt indicates its instantiation for the DEEPER-JIGT, and N Θt corresponds to the
group variable proper of the DP2-JIGT.
6.1 Individual Proposal π(Xt+1 |X0:t , y0:t+1 )
This distribution models the dynamics of the individuals. Inspired by [66], we adopt the notion of composite

proposal, incorporating two sources of information:
π(Xt+1 |X0:t , y0:t+1 ) = π(Xt+1 |Xt , yt+1 ) =

= α πdyn (Xt+1 |Xt ) + (1 − α) πdet (Xt+1 |Xt , yt+1 ),

where we assume Markovianity between the Xs and
conditional independence with respect to the observations y0:t . We adopt a locally-linear dynamics with
Gaussian noise:


1 0 T 0
 0 1 0 T 

xkt+1 = Axkt + η x with A = 
 0 0 1 0 ,
0 0 0 1
where T is the sampling interval and η x ∼ N (0, Σk ).
Therefore, xkt+1 ∼ N (Axkt , Σk ), that is easy to evaluate
and sample from. We have:
πdyn (Xt+1 |Xt ) =

K
Y
k=1

N (xkt+1 |Axkt , Σk )

(7)

that is, a multivariate Gaussian distribution with blockdiagonal covariance matrix: diag(Σ1 , Σ2 , . . . , ΣK ). We
assumed that Σk = Σ for each k = 1, . . . , K.
The second term πdet (Xt+1 |Xt , yt+1 ) generates hypotheses in those region of the state space where it
is more probable to find a person. In practice, we are
using an informative proposal that searches for detected
people. When a person is detected the tracker will be
more reliable2 . The distribution is defined as a multivariate Gaussian distribution centered in the detections
associated to each target with covariance matrix Σ (same
as Eq. 7). The parameter α = 0.5 is fixed for all the experiments. This distribution is the same for the DEEPERJIGT and the DP2-JIGT.
6.2

Joint Observation Distribution p(yt |Xt , Θt )

The joint observation distribution is defined to account
for both the appearance and the group membership
contributions as follows:
p(yt |Xt , Θt ) ∝ gapp (yt , Xt , Θt ) · gmem (yt , Xt , Θt ).
In both the DEEPER-JIGT and the DP2-JIGT, we assume
that only the individuals contribute in the appearance
component. Therefore, we define:
gapp (yt , Xt , Θt ) =

K
Y

k

k

e−λy dy (q(yt ,xt ),τ ) ,

k=1

q(yt , xkt )

where
extracts a descriptor from the current
bounding box in the image given by xkt , τ k is the
descriptor of the template of the k-th individual and dy is
a distance between descriptors. It is easy to notice that
the appearance component is defined as the standard
2. The detections have been simulated with false positive and negative rates of 20%, because performing detection in such scenarios is
challenging and it is out of the purposes of this work. Data association
between tracks and detections is based on nearest neighbors, but more
advanced techniques [67] can easily be implemented.
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template-based technique [68], widely used in the particle filtering approaches [69]. In this work, we used the
Bhattacharyya distance between RGB color histograms
and the template is never updated. Please note that the
generality of our formulation enables us to use more
sophisticated techniques and appearance models of the
target.
The membership component is defined in different
ways for the DEEPER-JIGT and the DP2-JIGT, because it
depends on how groups are modeled. In the DEEPERJIGT, we assumed that yt do not give any contribution,
therefore the definition is the following:
gmem (yt , Xt , F Θt ) = e−λcl dcl (

F

G
Y

Θt ,Xt )

g=1

N (Stg |µ, σ),

F

where dcl ( Θt , Xt ) is a cluster validity measurement,
such as the Davies-Bouldin index [70] and Stg is the
size of the g-th group in F Θt . The second term of
the membership component penalizes the hypotheses
of having too-large groups (in the experiments, µ = 1
and σ = 1.5). However, such measurements are usually
heuristics and they do not ensure that a model is better
than another in absolute terms.
Instead, we define the membership function for the
DP2-JIGT in a more elegant way by using directly Eq. 5
as follows:
gmem (yt , Xt , N Θt ) =

K X
C
Y
k=1 c=1

k

−1

ρct · N (ytx |mtc , atc (Bct )

(
c

v =

γ1c
γ1c +γ2c

1

if c < C
.
if c = C

k

and ytx is the detection associated to the kth individual.
The membership function encourages the hypotheses
that fit well with the mixture components and therefore
it is more likely to obtain compact groups.
6.3

Joint Individual Distribution p(Xt+1 |X0:t , Θt )

This distribution models the dynamics of the individual,
taking into account the presence of the group. The idea
is to map N Θt to F Θt through Eq. 6, using the same
distribution for the DP2-JIGT and the DEEPER-JIGT.
Let us define the dynamics as follows:
xkt+1 = xkt +Bgtk + η x
where


0
 0
B=
 0
0

0
0
0
0

T
0
0
0


0
PK l
k
l
T 
l=1 xt I(zt == zt )
 , gtk = P
K
k
l
0 
l=1 I(zt == zt )
0

p(Xt+1 |X0:t , Θt ) = p(Xt+1 |Xt , Θt ) =
=

K
Y

k=1

6.4

N (xkt+1 |xkt + Bgtk , Σ).

Joint Group Proposal π(Θt+1 |X0:t+1 , Θt )

In this case, the two approaches lead to completely different definition of this distribution but
share the Markov assumption: π(Θt+1 |X0:t+1 , Θt ) =
π(Θt+1 |Xt+1 , Θt )
The idea followed by the DEEPER-JIGT is to use a
surrogate distribution over the possible events that may
happen to a group (namely merge, split, and none). The
surrogate distribution is thus easier to sample from than
the original proposal. The joint group proposal for the
DEEPER-JIGT is defined as:
π(F Θt+1 |Xt+1 , F Θt ) = f (

G
Y

g=1

π(egt+1 |Xt+1 , gt , gt0 ), F Θt )
(9)

),

where C is the truncation level of the mixture [60],
 c
v
if c = 1
Qc−1
ρc =
c
j
v · j=1 (1 − v ) if c > 1
being

I(·) is the indicator function and gtk is the position and
velocity of the group the k-th individual belongs to. Note
that the matrix B selects only the velocity vector of gtk ,
discarding the positional information. This encourages
individuals in the same group to have similar dynamics.
Similarly to Eq. 7, the resulting probability distribution
is:

(8)

π(egt+1 |Xt+1 , gt , gt0 )

is the surrogate distribution
where
defined on the set of events eg ∈ {Merge, Split, None}
related to the g-th group and g 0 is the group associated
to the g-th group using the distance between their centroids.
The surrogate distribution is learned offline, via multinomial logistic regression. To this end, a set of possible
scenarios containing events have been simulated and
labeled [33]. We use as features 1) the inter-group distance between g and the nearest group g 0 , considering
their positions and sizes (dKL , symmetrized KullbackLeibler distance between Gaussians) and velocities (dv ,
Euclidean distance), and 2) the intra-group variance
between the positions of the individuals in the g-th
group (dintra ). Thus, the input of the multinomial logistic
regression is a 6-dimensional vector, i.e. (dKL , dv , dintra )
for time t and t + 1. More details are provided in the
supplementary material.
The DP2-JIGT learns the proposal distribution in an
online fashion. In detail, let us assume that the DPMM
N
Θ̃t is trained using the individual state estimate (not
the particles) up to the current frame, so that only
one model is kept at each time step. To sample the
new hypotheses set at time t + 1, a copy of the model
N (i)
Θt is instantiated for each new particle as the DPMM
(i)
learned to date. The model N Θ̃t is updated using the
(i)
i-th hypothesis Xt+1 in accordance with the method
discussed in Sec. 5.3 thus generating N different models
N (i)
Θt+1 , i = {i, . . . , N }.
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individual as a weighted histogram:
Whk,(i,g) =

Nz
X

(i,j)

q̄t

k,(i,j)

I(zt

== g).

j=1

Fig. 3: Computation of the state estimate F Θ̃t that deals
with discrete labels.
Then, M samples are generated from each model,
(i,j)
that is, N Θt+1 , i = {i, . . . , N }, j = {1, . . . , M }. In order
to perform this second sampling step, new grouping
hypotheses are formulated on the basis of what has
been learned by the model. To this end, a new mixture
hypothesis is assigned to each particle by performing
ancestral sampling from the graphical model in Fig. 2,
for each of the mixture components. In practice, the
parameters of component c are obtained by fixing the
hyperparameters γ1c , γ2c , Bc , a c , m c , β c to their current
estimate and sampling in a top-down manner the random variables in the graphical model, sampling children
once all their parents have been sampled.
The characteristics of the joint group proposal of the
DEEPER-JIGT are that it relies on offline training of a
classifier that detects the events and is based on a supervised learning technique, i.e. the group events should
be annotated beforehand, often on simulated/synthetic
training data. On the other hand, the DP2-JIGT performs
online learning without explicitly modeling the group
events and is unsupervised, i.e. labeled data are not
required.

6.5

State Estimate

The last step is related to the estimation of the most
likely joint state given the observations. The joint state
is usually defined as the expected value of the state
under a certain distribution [55], that is, Ep(Xt |y0:t ) [Xt ]
and Ep(Θt |Xt ,y0:t ) [Θt ].
The expected value of the individual state Xt can be
PNx (i) (i)
estimated as X̃t = i=1
wt Xt , given the empirical approximation of p(X0:t |y0:t ). Instead, the expected value
of the individual state Θt cannot be computed directly, in
case of the DP2-JIGT, because it implies to average group
model hypotheses and thus the associations between the
components of different hypotheses. To overcome this
problem, we first map each model N Θt to the hard
assignment of individuals F Θt using Eq. 6. Then, the
same procedure to estimate the group state can be used
for the DEEPER-JIGT and the DP2-JIGT.
We compute a distribution over the possible labels as
depicted in Fig. 3. Starting from the matrices F Θt and
q̄t , we compute the following distribution for the k-th

This gives a similar representation of the sum over j
but it considers labels g (step (a) in Fig. 3). Then, each
Whk,(i,g) is summed over i (step (b) in Fig. 3), and we
take the maximum likelihood estimate of the association
between groups and individuals to obtain F Θ̃t (step (c)
in Fig. 3).

7

E XPERIMENTS

The proposed methods were tested and evaluated on
two challenging datasets: Friends Meet3 (FM) [33] and
BIWI4 [71]. In order to assess tracking performance and
investigate the effects of the mutual support of the
group and individual tracking processes, we adapted
the standard evaluation metrics proposed for individual
tracking. To this end, bounding boxes have been replaced
by the convex hull enveloping all the individuals inside
the group in all the metrics.
In our experiments, we decided to decouple the evaluation of our models from the specific choice of person detector in order to assess the theoretical value of the conditional dependency relations introduced between groups
and individuals. To this end, we simulated the person
detector by generating detections from the ground truth
with a false positive and negative rates of 20% and
adding spatial Gaussian noise. We leave the study of
the effect of state-of-the-art detectors as future work.
The proposed DEEPER-JIGT and DP2-JIGT differ from
other state-of-the-art approaches, since are able to manage a set of conditions (variable number of individuals and groups, split/merge events) never managed
jointly by other studies. This, together with the lack
of evaluation metrics proper for group tracking, make
the comparative tests hard. To deal with this issue, we
compare our two approaches with different versions that
1) exhibit a simplified dynamics for both groups and
individuals, relaxing the mutual influences, 2) treat the
problem using two separate trackers, one for the groups
and one for the individuals, and 3) mimic generic multiperson trackers, which deal with groups as they were
atomic entities, resembling approaches like [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5].
We prove that: 1) both the DEEPER-JIGT and the
DP2-JIGT perform joint tracking with some differences
between them, 2) methods that resemble multi-person
trackers perform poorly on groups, 3) our idea allows to
obtain an optimal compromise between individual and
group tracking performance.
3. Downloadable at http://goo.gl/cFXCG
4. Downloadable at http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/datasets/index.
en.html
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7.1

Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

The FM dataset [33] is composed by 53 sequences (for
a total of 16286 frames) partitioned in a synthetic and
a real dataset. In the following, the generic term event
is used to refer to group splits, group merges and the
entrance or exit of a group in the scene. The synthetic
set presents objects with a simple and stable appearance
which are moving according to a non-linear dynamics
(see some examples in the supplementary material). It
contains 18 easy sequences with 1-2 group events and 410 individuals, and 10 more challenging sequences with
10-16 individuals involved in multiple events.
The real set focuses on an outdoor area where individuals usually meet during coffee breaks (see examples in the supplementary material). This area has been
recorded and annotated by an expert for one month.
The expert reported the events that appeared more frequently, building a screenplay where these events are
summarized in order to limit the dataset size. Then,
the screenplay was played by students and employees,
resulting in 15 sequences of different length (between
30 sec. to 1.5 minutes) which were considered to be
sufficiently realistic by the expert. The sequences contain
from 3 to 11 individuals, they are all annotated with
individual and group information.
The subset of the sequences [33] that does not contain
queues of individuals was selected. Queues were excluded from the experiments because we model the joint
individual-group tracking of self-organizing groups, as
we discussed in Sec. 1. In contrast with the definition
we employed, queues are defined as the typical example
of a circumstantial group, where unplanned and often
temporary group formations arise, due to external forces
that bring people together [16].
To further assess the performance of the proposed
framework, we considered also the BIWI dataset [71].
This represents an outdoor scenario where people walk
following the same direction from a source to a destination in a limited interval of time. Split and merge events
in this case are rare, therefore the dataset is not the ideal
benchmark for our method, since some of its capabilities
cannot emerge properly.
The proposed methods are evaluated in terms of individual and group accuracy using standard tracking
metrics, such as False Positive (FP) and False Negative
(FN) rates [72] for detection, Mean Square Error (MSE)
of the estimated positions and its standard deviation,
Multi-Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) and Accuracy
(MOTA) [73] for tracking and id-switch (ID) [74]. In all
these metrics, intersection operations among bounding
boxes of individuals translate naturally in intersections
among convex hulls of groups. We also introduced the
Group Detection Success Rate (GDSR) as the rate of the
correctly detected groups. In this case we consider that
a group is correctly detected if at least the 60% of its
members are detected.

TABLE 1: Results on the synthetic FM dataset excluding
the queue sequences (see text for the details). Individual
tracking (column 2), group detection (columns 3-5) and
group tracking (column 6-7). For MSE and MOTP (in
pixels), the lower the better. In bold, the best results only
comparing the tracking algorithms.
MSE [px]
(std)
1.75
DP2-JIGT
(4.76)
2.28
DEEPER-JIGT
(5.42)
2.29
VAR1
(5.98)
4.00
VAR2
(13.09)
2.66
VAR3
(9.21)
DPMM
det. [34]

7.2

–

1-FP

1-FN

GDSR

MOTP [px]

MOTA

93.98% 91.28% 86.91%

16.72

71.57%

93.12%

81.01%

78.18%

18.16

53.43%

93.30%

79.88%

76.76%

19.34

52.19%

81.20%

47.06%

45.22%

168.19

28.61%

65.24%

20.05%

15.75%

442.81

4.00%

94.30%

91.89%

88.57%

–

–

Results: Synthetic Scenarios

The first evaluation on the synthetic part of the FM
dataset is focused on comparing the DP2-JIGT, the
DEEPER-JIGT and variants that relax the conditional
probabilities of the DEEPER-JIGT. We show that the
conditional dependencies between the two subspaces are
required to perform individual-group tracking.
The variants of the DEEPER-JIGT are called: VAR1,
VAR2 and VAR3. VAR1 assumes p(Xt+1 |Xt , F Θt ) =
p(Xt+1 |Xt ), inhibiting the contribution of the group
on the dynamics of the individual. This is done by
dropping out the term Bgtk in Eq. 8. VAR2 is the same
as VAR1, assuming in addition π(F Θt+1 |Xt+1 , F Θt ) =
π(F Θt+1 |F Θt ) (Eq. 9), that is, suppressing the influence
of individual states on the group configurations evolution. In practice, instead of sampling from the surrogate
distribution of events, we sampled from the combinatorial space of possible configurations of the group
hypothesis, supposing they are uniformly distributed.
Going from the DEEPER-JIGT to VAR2, we can notice
that X and Θ become independent from each other,
and thus sampling is performed independently in each
state space. The only joint contribution remaining is in
the observation model. Finally, VAR3 is VAR2 with the
assumption p(yt |Xt , F Θt ) ∝ gapp (yt , Xt , F Θt ), removing
the contribution of groups, i.e., gmem (yt , Xt , F Θt ) = 1.
This way, the model considers how individuals are
tracked, but not how well they fit the current group configuration hypotheses. In practice, this variant separates
individual tracking from group tracking in two different
particle filters. Moreover, we reported the results using
the DPMM detector [34] applied to the individual tracks
given by the DEEPER-JIGT (last row in Table 1).
The statistics reported in Table 1 show that the DP2JIGT and the DEEPER-JIGT outperform VAR3, VAR2,
VAR1. This suggests that each distribution introduced in
the model contributes to obtain better accuracy in group
detection and tracking.
Moreover, considering the MSE and its standard de-
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TABLE 2: Results on the real FM dataset excluding the
queue sequences (see the text for the details). Group
detection (columns 2-4) and group tracking (column 5-6).
For MOTP (in meters), the lower the better.
DP2-JIGT
DEEPER-JIGT
VAR3
Data ass.
(baseline)

1-FP
97.81%
95.72%
75.02%

1-FN
97.54%
89.99%
32.51%

GDSR
94.65%
85.78%
21.53%

MOTP [m]
0.92
0.87
3.12

MOTA
73.85%
65.18%
3.14%

97.92%

98.21%

94.89%

1.02

70.35%

S04
4

7.3

Results: Real Scenarios

Given the difficulties of real scenarios, the tracker of the
individuals can lose some targets because of occlusions,
low resolution, and due to the fact that their appearance
model is not updated over time. Particular attention has
to be paid to the initialization issue. When an individual
target is lost (distance above 0.6 meters) we re-initialize
the individual track, using the detections simulated by
the ground truth (as described in Sec. 7). This allows
us not to use any specific algorithm to perform reinitialization and re-acquisition of the targets. The average re-initialization rate per track is reported in Table 3.
It is worth noticing that there exist many re-initialization
strategies that can be adopted in this step, see [1] as an
example.
The statistics on the real FM dataset, reported in
Table 2, are consistent with the previous experimental
findings. The DEEPER-JIGT performs better than VAR3,
and the DP2-JIGT outperforms the DEEPER-JIGT, especially in terms of false negative rate and the GDSR. This
suggests that there are less false negatives and that we
have a more accurate localization of the groups when
detected. In terms of tracking accuracy (last column), the
DP2-JIGT is still better than the DEEPER-JIGT but it less
precise (slightly higher MOTP).
To further assess the performance of the proposed
models, we compared them with a group tracking
method based on data association that models groups
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viation (first column, in brackets) we can notice that
the tracker of the individuals exploits the information
provided by the tracker of groups. This is even clearer
when considering the DP2-JIGT, where the best MSE
is obtained. It is also easy to note that the DP2-JIGT
outperforms the DEEPER-JIGT over all the performance
statistics. This finding strongly promotes the use of the
online learning method embedded into the DPF for
individual-group tracking in cocktail-party scenarios.
The proposed approaches show lower detection performance with respect to the DPMM detector (last row).
This happens because they try to maintain the individual and group labels consistently during the sequence,
employing a dynamic model that in some cases fails to
predict adequately the whereabouts of the individuals.
The DPMM detector, despite its better performance, is
not able to deal with the temporal evolution of grouping
formations.
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Fig. 4: Qualitative results on the real FM dataset (S04 and
S14) comparing the DP2-JIGT and the data associationbased baseline. Better printed in color.
TABLE 3: Results of individual tracking for the real FM
dataset excluding the queue sequences (see the text for
the details).
DP2-JIGT
DEEPER-JIGT
VAR3

1-FP
1-FN
MSE [px] MOTP [px] Re-init ID
81.25% 78.11%
0.25
0.71
3.2% 156
82.87% 79.82%
0.24
0.71
3.3% 148
88.12% 84.05%
0.22
0.72
1.6% 132

as atomic entities, acting as a generic multiple-target
tracker [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. This data association-based
tracker uses the detections of groups given by the
DPMM detector [34]. Group tracking is performed by
associating the groups at time t with the groups at time
t − 1 through nearest neighbor on the position-velocity
vector. A detailed comparison on the different scenarios
is reported in the supplementary material.
The statistics reported on Table 2 (last row) show that
while the detection accuracy measures obtained with the
described data association technique (FP, FN, and GDSR)
are comparable with those obtained by DP2-JIGT, the
DP2-JIGT outperforms it in terms of tracking (MOTP and
MOTA). This is due to the fact that the data associationbased tracker is not able to deal correctly with splitting
and merging events. This is especially highlighted by
the results of two sequences reported in Fig. 4 (S04 and
S14). In the rows, we reported the results of the DP2JIGT, the ground truth and the data association baseline.
Each graph has the group ids on the y axis and the time
on the x axis. The two graphs show that the baseline
is not able to assign a new group id whenever a split
occurs (e.g., time 275 S04, time 510 S14). On the other
hand, the DP2-JIGT is able to correctly detect the events
and the new groups with a small delay.
We also analyzed the individual tracking performance
in the FM dataset, reported in Table 3. One can notice
that the DP2-JIGT, DEEPER-JIGT and VAR3 trackers are
comparable in terms of MSE and MOTP, while VAR3
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TABLE 4: Group results on the BIWI dataset.
DP2-JIGT
DEEPER-JIGT
VAR3

1-FP
37.66%
53.77%
60.55%

1-FN
89.43%
78.00%
51.57%

GDSR
51.86%
53.59%
29.60%

MOTP [m]
0.47
0.44
1.03

MOTA
22.94%
29.43%
9.58%

outperforms the DP2-JIGT and DEEPER-JIGT in terms of
the other measures (FP, FN, re-init, and ID). This is due
to the fact that VAR3 models the individual tracking and
the group tracking as two separated processes. On one
hand, the individual component is not influenced by the
group tracking, thus favoring a more accurate estimate
of individuals. On the other hand, this independence
causes poor group tracking performance, because group
tracking does not consider the individual component.
In practice, we observed that VAR3 produces either big
group estimates (low FP rate) or no group estimate at all
(low FN rate). Since the group estimates of VAR3 vary
consistently over time, new group identifiers are generated, resulting in high group MOTP and low MOTA
(see Table 2). Therefore, when considering the results
of of Table 2 and Table 3 jointly, the proposed DP2JIGT and DEEPER-JIGT provide the best compromise
between individual and group tracking performance.
In other words, a small loss in the individual tracking
performance corresponds to a consistent advantage in
group tracking.
The BIWI dataset [71] presents different challenges for
group tracking: first of all, group dynamics is poor, i.e.
group events are very rare, and secondly group events
are not annotated in the ground truth. Unfortunately,
the literature lacks of other datasets where group events
are present and annotated for the tracking purpose
(i.e. keeping consistence of group labels across different
frames). The two sequences of the BIWI have individuals
who walk alone in one direction and stay in the field of
view of the camera for few frames.
We carried out a set of experiments showing the
results of the DP2-JIGT, the DEEPER-JIGT and one of
its variants (VAR3) using this dataset. The results were
computed for the annotated frames of the sequences
where the ground-truth is available from [71].
The results are reported in Table 4. The DP2-JIGT
outperforms the DEEPER-JIGT in terms of false negative
rate, which means that is less conservative than the
DEEPER-JIGT which generates less groups. Despite this
benefit, the DP2-JIGT pays in terms of false positive and
tracking accuracy. The main reason for this shortcoming
is that the life span of a group in this dataset is really
limited to few tens of frames. The online DPMM needs
a bootstrap period to learn plausible configurations of
new groups, that, in this case, is greater than their life
span. This generates more false detections and tracks.
One possible solution to this problem could be to impose
a constraint on the size of the group embedded into
the DPMM algorithm. We leave this point as a future
extension of the work.

Some qualitative results that compares the DEEPERJIGT and the DP2-JIGT are reported in Fig. 3 of the
additional material and the video at http://youtu.be/
TOYm060sZDc. In particular, an advantage of the DP2JIGT is that it is able to initialize groups faster than the
DEEPER-JIGT. This is due to the fact that the DEEPERJIGT tries to merge pairs of individuals and/or groups,
while the DP2-JIGT uses all the data simultaneously.
We also noticed that the DEEPER-JIGT tends to merge
groups with singleton and sometimes with other groups
even if they are far away (e.g., S07 t = 202 and t = 366),
while the DP2-JIGT uses the social constraint to avoid it.
The advantage of the DP2-JIGT over the DEEPER-JIGT
is due to the fact that the sequences are long enough to
learn online the way groups evolve, bringing the DP2JIGT to generate better hypotheses during tracking. On
the other hand, the DEEPER-JIGT is preferred when
the individuals stay on the scene for a limited period
of time and when the scenario is particularly crowded
(e.g., the BIWI sequence “eth”, see last two columns,
last two rows in Fig. 3 of the additional material).
These findings suggest that depending on the monitored
scenario one can prefer to use either the DEEPER-JIGT or
the DP2-JIGT. In particular, in dynamical videos where
individuals and groups stay for a very limited time span,
the DEEPER-JIGT is preferred since it does not need
any bootstrap learning phase. Instead, in other scenarios
where individuals often engage in interplay for a longer
period of time, the DP2-JIGT appears to be the best
choice.

8

C ONCLUSIONS

This study promotes the innovative idea of simultaneous
modeling of groups and individuals in videos. This
allows information sharing between the two tracking
instances in a mathematical sound framework through a
Decentralized Particle Filter. We devised two variants of
this core idea that allow to have an optimal compromise
between individual and group tracking performance. A
first version which is built upon pre-trained classifiers
that model how groups evolve in the scene and a second
version capable of learning group dynamics in an online
fashion, thanks to a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model.
The proposed framework has several aspects that
could be extended. First, the framework should be tested
using a state-of-the-art person detector as [7]. Then, a
second-order dynamical model and an online-learned
appearance descriptor could improve the individual
tracking performance. Our approach is general enough
to allow the embedding of these methods in the presented framework separately and in a modular fashion.
Regarding the groups, diminishing the bootstrap time of
the DP2-JIGT may lead to a more effective tracker, definitely outperforming the offline learning of the DEEPERJIGT.
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